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Out of the Ordinary
How Everyday Life Inspired a Nation and How It Can Again

Marc Stears
From a major British political thinker and activist, a passionate case that both the left
and right have lost their faith in ordinary people and must learn to find it again.

This is an age of polarization. It’s us vs. them. The battle lines are clear, and compromise is
surrender.
As Out of the Ordinary reminds us, we have been here before. From the 1920s to the 1950s,
in a world transformed by revolution and war, extreme ideologies of left and right fueled
utopian hopes and dystopian fears. In response, Marc Stears writes, a group of British writers,
artists, photographers, and filmmakers showed a way out. These men and women, including J.
B. Priestley, George Orwell, Barbara Jones, Dylan Thomas, Laurie Lee, and Bill Brandt, had no
formal connection to one another. But they each worked to forge a politics that resisted the
empty idealisms and totalizing abstractions of their time. Instead they were convinced that
people going about their daily lives possess all the insight, virtue, and determination required
to build a good society. In poems, novels, essays, films, paintings, and photographs, they gave
witness to everyday people’s ability to overcome the supposedly insoluble contradictions
between tradition and progress, patriotism and diversity, rights and duties, nationalism and
internationalism, conservatism and radicalism. It was this humble vision that animated
the great Festival of Britain in 1951 and put everyday citizens at the heart of a new vision of
national regeneration.
A leading political theorist and a veteran of British politics, Stears writes with unusual passion
and clarity about the achievements of these apostles of the ordinary. They helped Britain
through an age of crisis. Their ideas might do so again, in the United Kingdom and beyond.

MArc stears is author of Demanding Democracy and
Progressives, Pluralists, and the Problems of the State. He was
a senior advisor and chief speechwriter to Ed Miliband, the
former leader of the British Labour Party, and now directs
the Sydney Policy Lab at the University of Sydney.

November · cloth · 240 pages
5 1/2 x 8 1/4 · $39.95 · £31.95
politics · 9780674743878
25 illus.
Belknap Press
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Unsustainable Inequalities
Social Justice and the Environment

Lucas Chancel
Translated by Malcolm DeBevoise
A hardheaded book that confronts and outlines possible solutions to a seemingly
intractable problem: that helping the poor often hurts the environment, and vice
versa.

Can we fight poverty and inequality while protecting the environment? The challenges are
obvious. To rise out of poverty is to consume more resources, almost by definition. And many
measures to combat pollution lead to job losses and higher prices that mainly hurt the poor.
In Unsustainable Inequalities, economist Lucas Chancel confronts these difficulties headon, arguing that the goals of social justice and a greener world can be compatible, but that
progress requires substantial changes in public policy.
Chancel begins by reviewing the problems. Human actions have put the natural world under
unprecedented pressure. The poor are least to blame but suffer the most—forced to live
with pollutants that the polluters themselves pay to avoid. But Chancel shows that policy
pioneers worldwide are charting a way forward. Building on their success, governments and
other large-scale organizations must start by doing much more simply to measure and map
environmental inequalities. We need to break down the walls between traditional social
policy and environmental protection—making sure, for example, that the poor benefit
most from carbon taxes. And we need much better coordination between the center, where
policies are set, and local authorities on the front lines of deprivation and contamination.

Lucas Chancel is codirector of the World
Inequality Lab at the Paris School of Economics
and coeditor of the World Inequality Report, 2018. A
lecturer at Sciences Po, he is also Senior Research
Fellow at the Institute for Sustainable Development
and International Relations.
October · cloth · 160 pages
5 1/2 x 8 1/4 · $29.95 · £23.95
politics · 9780674984653
Belknap Press
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A rare work that combines the quantitative skills of an economist with the argumentative
rigor of a philosopher, Unsustainable Inequalities shows that there is still hope for solving
even seemingly intractable social problems.

You’re Paid What You’re Worth
And Other Myths of the Modern economy

Jake Rosenfeld
A myth-busting book challenges the idea that we’re paid according to objective
criteria and places power and social conflict at the heart of economic analysis.

Your pay depends on your productivity and occupation. If you earn roughly what others in your
job get, with the precise level determined by your performance, then you’re paid market value.
And who can question something as objective and impersonal as the market? That, at least, is
how many of us tend to think. But according to Jake Rosenfeld, we need to think again.
Job performance and occupational characteristics do play a role in determining pay, but
judgments of productivity and value are also highly subjective. What makes a lawyer more
valuable than a teacher? How do you measure the output of a police officer, a professor, or a
reporter? Why, in the past few decades, did CEOs suddenly become hundreds of times more
valuable than their employees? The answers lie not in objective criteria but in battles over
interests and ideals. In this contest four dynamics are paramount: power, inertia, mimicry,
and demands for equity. Power struggles legitimize pay for particular jobs, and organizational
inertia makes that pay seem natural. Mimicry encourages employers to do what peers are doing.
And workers are on the lookout for practices that seem unfair. Rosenfeld shows us how these
dynamics play out in real-world settings, drawing on cutting-edge economics, original survey
data, and a journalistic eye for compelling stories and revealing details.
At a time when unions and bargaining power are declining and inequality is rising, You’re Paid
What You’re Worth is a crucial resource for understanding that most basic of social questions:
Who gets what and why?

Image credit: Sean garcia

Jake rosenfeld is Associate Professor of Sociology at
Washington University in St. Louis, where he specializes in the political and economic causes of inequality
in advanced democracies. He is author of What Unions
No Longer Do and articles in the New York Times, Politico,
and Los Angeles Times, among other outlets.
January · cloth · 304 pages
5 1/2 x 8 1/4 · $29.95 · £23.95
politics / sociology
9780674916593
8 illus.
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New Laws of Robotics
Defending human expertise
in the age of ai

Frank Pasquale
AI is poised to disrupt our work and our lives. We can
harness these technologies rather than fall captive to
them—but only through wise regulation.

Too many CEOs tell a simple story about the future of
work: if a machine can imitate what you do, your job will
be automated. They envision everyone from doctors to
soldiers rendered superfluous by ever-more-powerful AI.
They offer stark alternatives: make robots or be replaced
by them.

October · cloth · 368 pages
5 1/2 x 8 1/4 · $29.95 · £23.95
law / technology
9780674975224

Another story is possible. In virtually every walk of
life, robotic systems can make labor more valuable, not
less. Frank Pasquale tells the story of nurses, teachers,
designers, and others who partner with technologists,
rather than meekly serving as data sources for their
computerized replacements. This cooperation reveals the
kind of technological advance that could bring us all better
health care, education, and more, while maintaining
meaningful work. These partnerships also show how law
can promote prosperity for all, rather than a zero-sum race
of humans against machines.
How far should AI be entrusted to assume tasks once
performed by humans? What is gained and lost when
it does? What is the optimal mix of robotic and human
interaction? New Laws of Robotics makes the case that
policymakers must not allow corporations or engineers
to answer these questions alone. The kind of automation
we get—and who it benefits—will depend on myriad small
decisions about how to develop AI. Pasquale proposes ways
to democratize that decision making, rather than centralize
it in unaccountable firms. Sober yet optimistic, New Laws
of Robotics offers an inspiring vision of technological
progress, in which human capacities and expertise are the
irreplaceable center of an inclusive economy.
Frank pasquale is Piper & Marbury Professor of Law
at the University of Maryland and author of The Black
Box Society: The Secret Algorithms That Control Money and
Information. His work has appeared in the Atlantic, New
York Times, Los Angeles Times, and Guardian, among others.
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China’s Good War
How World War II Is Shaping a New Nationalism

Rana Mitter
Chinese leaders once tried to suppress memories of the
brutal experience during World War II. Now they celebrate the “victory”—a key foundation of China’s rising
nationalism.

For most of its history, the People’s Republic of China
sidelined the war against Japan from public memory. It
was an experience of victimization—and one that saw Mao
Zedong and Chiang Kai-shek fighting for the same goals. But
now, as China grows more powerful, the meaning of the war
is changing. Rana Mitter argues that China’s reassessment of
the war years is central to its newfound confidence abroad
and to mounting nationalism at home.
China’s Good War begins with the academics who shepherded
the once-taboo subject into wider discourse. Encouraged
by reforms under Deng Xiaoping, they researched the
Guomindang war effort, collaboration with the Japanese,
and China’s role in forming the post-1945 global order. But
interest in the war would not stay confined to scholarly
journals. Today public sites of memory—including museums,
movies and television shows, street art, popular writing,
and social media—define the war as a founding myth for an
ascendant China. Wartime China emerges as victor rather
than victim.

September · cloth · 288 pages
5 1/2 x 8 1/4 · $27.95 · £22.95
history · 9780674984264

The shifting story has nurtured a number of new views. One
rehabilitates Chiang Kai-shek’s war efforts, minimizing the
bloody conflicts between him and Mao and aiming to heal
the wounds of the Cultural Revolution. Another narrative
positions Beijing as creator and protector of the international
order that emerged from the war—an order, China argues,
under threat today largely from the United States. China’s
radical reassessment of its collective memory of the war has
created a new foundation for a people destined to shape the
world.

rana mitter is the author of several books, including A
Bitter Revolution and Forgotten Ally. A Fellow of the British
Academy, he is Professor of the History and Politics of
Modern China at the University of Oxford, where he directs
the China Centre.
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The Blood of the Colony
wine and the rise and fall
of french algeria

Owen White
The surprising story of the wine industry’s role in the
rise of French Algeria and the fall of empire.

“We owe to wine a blessing far more precious than
gold: the peopling of Algeria with Frenchmen,” stated
agriculturist Pierre Berthault in the early 1930s. In the
last decades of the nineteenth century, Europeans had
displaced Algerians from the colony’s best agricultural
land and planted grapevines. Soon enough, wine was
the primary export of a region whose mostly Muslim
inhabitants didn’t drink.

january · cloth · 368 pages
6 1/8 x 9 1/4 · $39.95 · £31.95
history · 9780674248441
25 photos, 2 maps, 1 table

Settlers made fortunes while drawing large numbers of
Algerians into salaried work for the first time. But the
success of Algerian wine resulted in friction with French
producers, challenging the traditional view that imperial
possessions should complement, not compete with,
the metropole. By the middle of the twentieth century,
amid the fight for independence, Algerians had come to
see the rows of vines as an especially hated symbol of
French domination. After the war, Algerians had to decide
how far they would go to undo the transformations the
colonists had wrought—including the world’s fourthbiggest wine industry. Owen White examines Algeria’s
experiment with nationalized wine production in
worker-run vineyards, the pressures that resulted in the
failure of that experiment, and the eventual uprooting of
most of the country’s vines.
With a special focus on individual experiences of empire,
from the wealthiest Europeans to the poorest laborers in
the fields, The Blood of the Colony shows the central role
of wine in the economic life of French Algeria and in its
settler culture. White makes clear that the industry left a
long-term mark on the development of the nation.
Owen white is Associate Professor of History at the
University of Delaware. He is author of Children of the
French Empire: Miscegenation and Colonial Society in French
West Africa, 1895–1960 and coeditor of In God’s Empire:
French Missionaries and the Modern World.
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The Fiume Crisis
Life in the wake of the habsburg Empire

Dominique Kirchner Reill
Recasting the birth of fascism, nationalism, and the
fall of empire after World War I, Dominique Reill recounts how the people of Fiume tried to recreate
empire in the guise of the nation.

The Fiume Crisis recasts what we know about the birth
of fascism, the rise of nationalism, and the fall of empire
after World War I by telling the story of the three-year
period when the Adriatic city of Fiume (today Rijeka, in
Croatia) generated an international crisis.
In 1919 the multicultural former Habsburg city was
occupied by the paramilitary forces of the flamboyant
poet-soldier Gabriele D’Annunzio, who aimed to annex
the territory to Italy and became an inspiration to
Mussolini. Many local Italians supported the effort,
nurturing a standard tale of nationalist fanaticism.
However, Dominique Kirchner Reill shows that
practical realities, not nationalist ideals, were in the
driver’s seat. Support for annexation was largely a result
of the daily frustrations of life in a “ghost state” set
adrift by the fall of the empire. D’Annunzio’s ideology
and proto-fascist charisma notwithstanding, what the
people of Fiume wanted was prosperity, which they
associated with the autonomy they had enjoyed under
Habsburg sovereignty. In these twilight years between
the world that was and the world that would be, many
across the former empire sought to restore the familiar
forms of governance that once supported them. To the
extent that they turned to nation-states, it was not out
of zeal for nationalist self-determination but in the
hope that these states would restore the benefits of
cosmopolitan empire.

December · cloth · 288 pages
6 1/8 x 9 1/4 · $35.00 · £28.95
history · 9780674244245
Belknap press

Against the too-smooth narrative of postwar
nationalism, The Fiume Crisis demonstrates the
endurance of the imperial imagination and carves out
an essential place for history from below.
Dominique Kirchner Reill is Associate Professor
in Modern European History at the University of Miami.
She is the author of Nationalists Who Feared the Nation:
Adriatic Multi-Nationalism in Habsburg Dalmatia, Trieste,
and Venice.

belknap press
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Atomic Doctors
Conscience and Complicity at the
Dawn of the Nuclear Age

James L. Nolan, Jr.
An unflinching examination of the moral and professional dilemmas faced by medical
professionals who took part in the Manhattan Project.

After his father died, James L. Nolan, Jr., took possession of a box of private family materials. To his
surprise, the small secret archive contained a treasure trove of information about his grandfather’s
role as a doctor in the Manhattan Project. Dr. Nolan, it turned out, had been a significant figure.
A talented ob-gyn radiologist, he cared for the scientists on the project, organized safety and
evacuation plans for the Trinity test at Alamogordo, escorted the “Little Boy” bomb from Los Alamos
to the Pacific Islands, and was one of the first Americans to enter the irradiated ruins of Hiroshima
and Nagasaki.
Participation on the project challenged Dr. Nolan’s instincts as a healer. He and his medical colleagues
were often conflicted, torn between their duty and desire to win the war and their oaths to protect
life. Atomic Doctors follows these doctors as they sought to maximize the health and safety of those
exposed to nuclear radiation, all the while serving leaders determined to minimize delays and
maintain secrecy. Called upon both to guard against the harmful effects of radiation and to downplay
its hazards, doctors struggled with the ethics of ending the deadliest of all wars using the most lethal
of all weapons. Their work became a very human drama of ideals, cooptation, and complicity.
A vital and vivid account of a largely unknown chapter in atomic history, Atomic Doctors is a profound
meditation on the moral dilemmas that ordinary people face in extraordinary times.

james L. Nolan, Jr. is Washington Gladden 1859
Professor of Sociology at Williams College. His
previous books include What They Saw in America:
Alexis de Tocqueville, Max Weber, G. K. Chesterton, and
Sayyid Qutb and Reinventing Justice: The American Drug
Court Movement.
August · cloth · 288 pages
6 1/8 x 9 1/4 · $29.95 · £23.95
history · 9780674248632
Belknap Press
52 illus.
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The Conquest of Peace
from the enlightenment
to the european union

Stella Ghervas
A bold new look at war and diplomacy in Europe that
traces the idea of a unified continent in attempts
since the eighteenth century to engineer lasting
peace.

Political peace in Europe has historically been elusive and
ephemeral. Stella Ghervas shows that since the eighteenth
century, European thinkers and leaders in pursuit of
lasting peace fostered the idea of European unification.
Bridging intellectual and political history, Ghervas draws
on the work of philosophers from Abbé de Saint-Pierre,
who wrote an early eighteenth-century plan for perpetual
peace, to Rousseau and Kant, as well as statesmen such as
Tsar Alexander I, Woodrow Wilson, Winston Churchill,
Robert Schuman, and Mikhail Gorbachev. She locates five
major conflicts since 1700 that spurred such visionaries
to promote systems of peace in Europe: the War of the
Spanish Succession, the Napoleonic Wars, World War I,
World War II, and the Cold War. Each moment generated a
“spirit” of peace among monarchs, diplomats, democratic
leaders, and ordinary citizens. The engineers of peace
progressively constructed mechanisms and institutions
designed to prevent future wars.

november · cloth · 400 pages
6 1/8 x 9 ¼ · $39.95 · £31.95
history · 9780674975262
6 photos, 6 maps

Arguing for continuities from the ideals of the
Enlightenment, through the nineteenth-century Concert
of Nations, to the institutions of the European Union and
beyond, The Conquest of Peace illustrates how peace as a
value shaped the idea of a unified Europe long before the
EU came into being. Today the EU is widely criticized as
an obstacle to sovereignty and for its democratic deficit.
Seen in the long-range perspective of the history of
peacemaking, however, this European society of states
emerges as something else entirely: a step in the quest for
a less violent world.
Stella Ghervas is Professor of Russian History at
Newcastle University and a Fellow of the Royal Historical
Society. Her book Réinventer la tradition: Alexandre
Stourdza et l’Europe de la Sainte-Alliance won the Guizot
Prize from the Académie Française.
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Odd Arne Westad

Empire and Righteous Nation
600 Years of China-Korea Relations

Odd Arne Westad

EMPIRE
&

RIGHTEOUS
NATION
600 Years of
China-Korea Relations
january · cloth · 176 pages
5 1/2 x 8 ¼ · $29.95 · £23.95
history · 9780674238213
Belknap Press
4 maps

From an award-winning historian, a concise overview of the deep and longstanding ties between China and the Koreas, providing an essential foundation
for understanding East Asian geopolitics today.

In a concise, trenchant overview, Odd Arne Westad
explores the cultural and political relationship between
China and the Koreas over the past 600 years.
Koreans long saw China as a mentor. The first form
of written Korean employed Chinese characters and
remained in administrative use until the twentieth
century. Confucianism, especially Neo-Confucian
reasoning about the state and its role in promoting a
virtuous society, was central to the construction of
the Korean government in the fourteenth century.
These shared Confucian principles were expressed in
fraternal terms, with China the older brother and Korea
the younger. During the Ming Dynasty, mentor became
protector, as Korea declared itself a vassal of China in
hopes of escaping ruin at the hands of the Mongols. But
the friendship eventually frayed with the encroachment
of Western powers in the nineteenth century. Koreans
began to reassess their position, especially as Qing
China seemed no longer willing or able to stand up for
Korea against either the Western powers or the rising
military threat from Meiji Japan. The Sino-Korean
relationship underwent further change over the next
century as imperialism, nationalism, revolution, and war
refashioned states and peoples throughout Asia. Westad
describes the disastrous impact of the Korean War on
international relations in the region and considers
Sino-Korean interactions today, especially the thorny
question of the reunification of the Korean peninsula.
Illuminating both the ties and the tensions that have
characterized the China-Korea relationship, Empire
and Righteous Nation provides a valuable foundation for
understanding a critical geopolitical dynamic.

Odd arne westad is Elihu Professor of History and
Global Affairs at Yale University.
belknap press
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Denaturalized
How Thousands Lost Their Citizenship
and Lives in Vichy France

Claire Zalc
Translated by Catherine Porter
A
leading
historian
radically
revises
our
understanding of the fate of Jews under the Vichy
regime. Winner of the Prix d’histoire de la justice.

Thousands of naturalized French men and women had
their citizenship revoked by the Vichy government
during the Second World War. Once denaturalized, these
men and women, mostly Jews who were later sent to
concentration camps, ceased being French on official
records and walked off the pages of history. As a result, we
have for decades severely underestimated the number of
French Jews murdered by Nazis during the Holocaust. In
Denaturalized, Claire Zalc unearths this tragic record and
rewrites World War II history.
At its core, this is a detective story. How do we trace
a citizen made alien by the law? How do we solve a
murder when the body has vanished? Faced with the
absence of straightforward evidence, Zalc turned to the
original naturalization papers in order to uncover how
denaturalization later occurred. She discovered that, in
many cases, the very officials who granted citizenship
to foreigners before 1940 were the ones who retracted it
under Vichy rule.

October · cloth · 384 pages
6 1/8 x 9 ¼ · $35.00 · £28.95
history · 9780674988422
Belknap press
14 photos, 3 tables

The idea of citizenship has always existed alongside the
threat of its revocation, and this is especially true for
those who are naturalized citizens of a modern state.
At a time when the status of millions of naturalized
citizens in the United States and around the world is
under greater scrutiny, Denaturalized turns our attention
to the precariousness of the naturalized experience—
the darkness that can befall those who suddenly find
themselves legally cast out.

A prize-winning historian, claire zalc is Professor at
École des hautes études en sciences sociales, Research
Director at the Centre national de la recherche scientifique, and Director of the Institute of Modern and
Contemporary History at the École normale supérieure.
belknap press
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Voice, Choice, and Action
The Potential of Young Citizens to Heal Democracy

Felton Earls and Mary Carlson
Compiling decades of fieldwork, two acclaimed scholars offer strategies for strengthening
democracies by nurturing the voices of children and encouraging public awareness of their
role as citizens.

Voice, Choice, and Action is the fruit of the extraordinary personal and professional partnership of a
psychiatrist and a neurobiologist whose research and social activism have informed each other for
the last thirty years. Inspired by the 1989 United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child,
Felton Earls and Mary Carlson embarked on a series of international studies that would recognize
the voice of children. In Romania they witnessed the consequences of infant institutionalization
under the Ceaușescu regime. In Brazil they encountered street children who had banded together
to advocate effectively for themselves. In Chicago Earls explored the origins of prosocial and
antisocial behavior with teenagers. Children all over the world demonstrated an unappreciated
but powerful interest in the common good.
On the basis of these experiences, Earls and Carlson mounted a rigorous field study in Moshi,
Tanzania, which demonstrated that young citizens could change attitudes about HIV/AIDS
and mobilize their communities to confront the epidemic. The program, outlined in this book,
promoted children’s communicative and reasoning capacities, guiding their growth as deliberative
citizens. The program’s success in reducing stigma and promoting universal testing for HIV
exceeded all expectations.
Here in vivid detail are the science, ethics, and everyday practice of fostering young citizens
eager to confront diverse health and social challenges. At a moment when adults regularly profess
dismay about our capacity for effective action, Voice, Choice, and Action offers inspiration and tools
for participatory democracy.
Felton (tony) earls is Professor Emeritus of Social Medicine at Harvard Medical School and
Professor Emeritus of Human Behavior and Development at Harvard T. H. Chan School of Public
Health.
Mary (maya) carlson is Associate Professor of Psychiatry (Neuroscience), retired, at Harvard
Medical School and a Research Associate Emerita of the Department of Psychiatry at Boston
Children’s Hospital.
September · cloth · 256 pages
5 1/2 x 8 1/4 · $27.95 · £22.95
psychology / politics
9780674987425 · Belknap press
5 illus., 1 map
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The Joy of Playing,
the Joy of Thinking
conversations with charles rosen

Charles Rosen and Catherine Temerson

Charles Rosen & Catherine Temerson

The Joy of P l a y i n g
The Joy of T h i n k i n g

Translated by Catherine Zerner
Brilliant, practical, and humorous conversations
with one of the twentieth-century’s greatest
musicologists on art, culture, and the physical pain
of playing a difficult passage until one attains its
rewards.

Throughout his life, Charles Rosen combined formidable
intelligence with immense skill as a concert pianist.
He began studying at Juilliard at age seven and went on
to inspire a generation of scholars to combine history,
aesthetics, and score analysis in what became known as
“new musicology.”
The Joy of Playing, the Joy of Thinking presents a
masterclass for music lovers. In interviews originally
conducted and published in French, Rosen’s friend
Catherine Temerson asks carefully crafted questions
to elicit his insights on the evolution of music—not to
mention painting, theater, science, and modernism.
Rosen touches on the usefulness of aesthetic reflection,
the pleasure of overcoming stage fright, and the drama
of conquering a technically difficult passage. He tells
vivid stories on composers from Chopin and Wagner to
Stravinsky and Elliott Carter. In Temerson’s questions
and Rosen’s responses arise conundrums both practical
and metaphysical. Is it possible to understand a work
without analyzing it? Does music exist if it isn’t played?
Throughout, Rosen returns to the theme of sensuality,
arguing that if one does not possess a physical craving
to play an instrument, then one should choose another
pursuit. Rosen takes readers to the heart of the musical
matter. “Music is a way of instructing the soul, making
it more sensitive,” he says, “but it is useful only insofar
as it is pleasurable. This pleasure is manifest to anyone
who experiences music as an inexorable need of body and
mind.”

Con v ersations with

Ch a r les Rosen

November · cloth · 112 pages
4 3/8 x 7 1/8 · $21.95 · £17.95
music · 9780674988460
Belknap press

charles rosen was a concert
pianist, Professor of Music and Social
Thought at the University of Chicago,
and the author of numerous books,
including The Romantic Generation, The
Classical Style, and Freedom and the Arts.
catherine temerson was Literary
Director of Ubu Repertory Theater in
New York. She translated more than
twenty books, including titles by Elie
Wiesel and Amin Maalouf.

belknap press
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Army Ants
Nature’s ultimate social hunters

Daniel J. C. Kronauer

Army Ants
NATURE’S ULTIMATE
SOCIAL HUNTERS

Daniel J. C. Kronauer

October · cloth · 336 pages
8 x 9 1/4 · $65.00 · £52.95
Science· 9780674241558
133 photos, 8 illus., 1 map, 3 tables

Daniel J. C. Kronauer is Stanley
S. and Sydney R. Shuman Associate
Professor and head of the Laboratory
of Social Evolution and Behavior at
Rockefeller University. He is the recipient
of numerous research awards, and his
insect photography was recognized in
the 2019 Wildlife Photographer of the
Year competition.
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A richly illustrated, captivating study of army
ants, nature’s preeminent social hunters.

A swarm raid is one of nature’s great spectacles.
In tropical rainforests around the world, army
ants march in groups by the thousands to
overwhelm large solitary invertebrates, along
with nests of termites, wasps, and other ants.
They kill and dismember their prey and carry
it back to their nest, where it is devoured by
their hungry brood. They are the ultimate social
hunters, and an excellent way to study collective
behavior.
In Army Ants we see how these insects play a
crucial role in promoting and sustaining the
biodiversity of tropical ecosystems. The ants
help keep prey communities in check while
also providing nutrition for other animals.
Many species depend on army ants for survival,
including a multitude of social parasites, swarmfollowing birds, and flies. And while their
hunting behavior, and the rules that govern
it, are clearly impressive, army ants display
collective behavior in other ways that are no less
dazzling. They build living nests, called bivouacs,
using their bodies to protect the queen and
larvae. The ants can even construct bridges over
open space or obstacles by linking to one another
using their feet. These incredible feats happen
without central coordination. They are the
result of local interactions—self-organization
that benefits the larger society.
Through observations, stories, and stunning
images, Daniel Kronauer brings these fascinating
creatures to life. Army ants may be small, but
their collective intelligence and impact on their
environment are anything but.

The Nature of Fear
Survival Lessons from the Wild

Daniel T. Blumstein
A leading expert in animal behavior takes us into the wild to better understand and
manage our fears.

Fear, honed by millions of years of natural selection, kept our ancestors alive. Whether by
slithering away, curling up in a ball, or standing still in the presence of a predator, humans
and other animals have evolved complex behaviors in order to survive the hazards the world
presents. But, despite our evolutionary endurance, we still have much to learn about how to
manage our response to danger.
For more than thirty years, Daniel Blumstein has been studying animals’ fear responses. His
observations lead to a firm conclusion: fear preserves security, but at great cost. A foraging
flock of birds expends valuable energy by quickly taking flight when a raptor appears. And
though the birds might successfully escape, they leave their food source behind. Giant clams
protect their valuable tissue by retracting their mantles and closing their shells when a
shadow passes overhead, but then they are unable to photosynthesize, losing the capacity to
grow. Among humans, fear is often an understandable and justifiable response to sources of
threat, but it can exact a high toll on health and productivity.
Delving into the evolutionary origins and ecological contexts of fear across species, The Nature
of Fear considers what we can learn from our fellow animals—from successes and failures. By
observing how animals leverage alarm to their advantage, we can develop new strategies for
facing risks without panic.

Daniel T. Blumstein is Professor in the Department of Ecology and Evolutionary Biology
and the Institute of the Environment and Sustainability at UCLA, where he codirects the
Evolutionary Medicine Program. He is an elected Fellow of the Animal Behavior Society.

septemeber · cloth · 256 pages
5 1/2 x 8 1/4 · $25.95 · £20.95
Science · 9780674916487
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Neutron Stars
The Quest to Understand the Zombies of the Cosmos

Katia Moskvitch
The astonishing science of neutron stars and the stories of the scientists
who study them.

Neutron stars are as bewildering as they are elusive. The remnants of exploded stellar giants,
they are tiny, merely twenty kilometers across, and incredibly dense. One teaspoon of a neutron
star would weigh several million tons. They can spin up to a thousand times per second, they
possess the strongest magnetic fields known in nature, and they may be the source of the
most powerful explosions in the universe. Through vivid storytelling and on-site reporting
from observatories all over the world, Neutron Stars offers an engaging account of these stillmysterious objects.
Award-winning science journalist Katia Moskvitch takes readers from the vast Atacama Desert
to the arid plains of South Africa to visit the magnificent radio telescopes and brilliant scientists
responsible for our knowledge of neutron stars. She recounts the exhilarating discoveries,
frustrating disappointments, and heated controversies of the past several decades and explains
cutting-edge research into such phenomena as colliding neutron stars and fast radio bursts:
extremely powerful but ultra-short flashes in space that scientists are still struggling to
understand. She also shows how neutron stars have advanced our broader understanding of the
universe—shedding light on topics such as dark matter, black holes, general relativity, and the
origins of heavy elements like gold and platinum—and how we might one day use these cosmic
beacons to guide interstellar travel.
With clarity and passion, Moskvitch describes what we are learning at the boundaries of
astronomy, where stars have life beyond death.

Katia Moskvitch was an editor at WIRED UK
and staff writer at Nature and BBC News. She is also
a contributor to the Economist, Science, and Quanta
Magazine. In 2019 she was named the European
Science Journalist of the Year by the World
Conference of Science Journalists.
September · cloth · 304 pages
5 1/2 x 8 1/4 · $29.95 · £23.95
science · 9780674919358
26 photos
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Maladies of Empire
How Slavery, Imperialism, and War Transformed Medicine

Jim Downs
A sweeping, global history of how slavery, colonialism, and war propelled the development of Western medicine.

We think we know the stories of medical progress. We know that during the 1854 London
cholera outbreak, John Snow traced the origin of the epidemic to a water pump, which led to
the birth of epidemiology. Florence Nightingale’s contributions to the care of soldiers in the
Crimean War revolutionized medical hygiene, transforming hospitals from crucibles of infection
to sanctuaries of recuperation. But these histories leave out key sources of what we now know
about disease causation.
In this paradigm-shifting book, Jim Downs shows us how progress in the study of infectious
disease was intertwined with the rise of the international slave trade, the expansion of
colonialism, the Crimean War, the US Civil War, and Muslim migration. Downs uncovers how
medical advances attributed to the genius of Western science were often due to how systematic
oppression created built environments—plantations, slave ships, and battlefields—that enabled
physicians to visualize and report both the cause and the spread of disease. Military physicians
learned about the importance of air quality by monitoring Africans confined to the bottom of
slave ships. Statisticians charted cholera outbreaks by observing Muslims in British-dominated
territories returning from their annual pilgrimage. And doctors in the American South developed
inoculations by harvesting vaccine matter on black children’s bodies. It was through experiments
like these that Western medicine developed.

Image credit: Jaci downs photography

Boldly argued and meticulously researched, Maladies of Empire reveals the fullest account of the
true price of medical progress.

jim downs is Professor of History and Director
of American Studies at Connecticut College. He
is the author and editor of six previous books,
including Sick from Freedom: African-American
Illness and Suffering during the Civil War and
Reconstruction.
january · cloth · 320 pages
6 ⅛ x 9 ¼ · $29.95 · £23.95
science / medicine
9780674971721 · Belknap Press
2 photos
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The Selected Letters of
John Berryman
John Berryman
edited by Philip Coleman and Calista McRae
A wide-ranging, first-of-its-kind selection of
Berryman’s correspondence with friends, loved
ones, writers, and editors, showcasing the turbulent,
fascinating life and mind of one of America’s major
poets.

The Selected Letters of John Berryman assembles for the first
time the poet’s voluminous correspondence. Beginning
with a letter to his parents in 1925 and concluding with a
letter sent a few weeks before his death in 1972, Berryman
tells his story in his own words.

October · cloth · 656 pages
6 1/8 x 9 1/4 · $39.95 · £31.95
literature · 9780674976252
Belknap Press

Philip Coleman is Associate
Professor in the School of English
and a Fellow of Trinity College
Dublin. He is author of John
Berryman’s Public Vision.
Calista mcrae is Assistant
Professor of English at the New
Jersey Institute of Technology and
author of Lyric as Comedy: The Poetics
of Abjection in Postwar America.

belknap press
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Included are more than 600 letters to almost 200 people—
editors, family members, students, colleagues, and friends.
The exchanges reveal the scope of Berryman’s ambitions,
as well as the challenges of practicing his art within the
confines of the publishing industry and contemporary
critical expectations. Correspondence with Ezra Pound,
Robert Lowell, Delmore Schwartz, Adrienne Rich, Saul
Bellow, and other writers demonstrates Berryman’s
sustained involvement in the development of literary
culture in the postwar United States. We also see Berryman
responding in detail to the work of writers such as Carolyn
Kizer and William Meredith and encouraging the next
generation—Edward Hoagland, Valerie Trueblood, and
others. The letters show Berryman to be an energetic
and generous interlocutor, but they also make plain his
struggles with personal and familial trauma, at every stage
of his career.
An introduction by editors Philip Coleman and Calista
McRae explains the careful selection of letters and
contextualizes the materials within Berryman’s career.
Reinforcing the critical and creative interconnectedness
of Berryman’s work and personal life, The Selected Letters
confirms his place as one of the most original voices of his
generation and opens new horizons for appreciating and
interpreting his poems.
John Berryman (1914-1972) was one of the leading
writers of American postwar poetry. He is best known
for The Dream Songs, the two volumes of which won the
Pulitzer Prize and National Book Award, respectively.

The Short Stories of Oscar Wilde
An Annotated edition

Oscar Wilde
edited by Nicholas Frankel
An innovative new edition of nine classic short stories
from one of the greatest writers of the Victorian era.

“I cannot think other than in stories,” Oscar Wilde once
confessed to his friend André Gide. In this new selection
of his short fiction, Wilde’s gifts as a storyteller are on
full display, accompanied by informative facing-page
annotations from Wilde biographer and scholar Nicholas
Frankel. A wide-ranging introduction brings readers into
the world from which the author drew inspiration.
Each story in the collection brims with Wilde’s trademark
wit, style, and sharp social criticism. Many are reputed to
have been written for children, although Wilde insisted this
was not true and that his stories would appeal to all “those
who have kept the childlike faculties of wonder and joy.”
“Lord Arthur Savile’s Crime” stands alongside Wilde’s comic
masterpiece The Importance of Being Earnest, while other
stories—including “The Happy Prince,” the tale of a young
ruler who had never known sorrow, and “The Nightingale
and the Rose,” the story of a nightingale who sacrifices
herself for true love—embrace the theme of tragic, forbidden
love and are driven by an undercurrent of seriousness, even
despair, at the repressive social and sexual values of Wilde’s
day. Like his later writings, Wilde’s stories are a sweeping
indictment of the society that would imprison him for his
homosexuality in 1895, five years before his death at the age
of forty-six.

November · cloth · 272 pages
5 1/2 x 8 1/4 · $27.95 · £22.95
literature · 9780674248670
19 photos

Published here in the form in which Victorian readers first
encountered them, Wilde’s short stories contain much
that appeals to modern readers of vastly different ages and
temperaments. They are the perfect distillation of one of
the Victorian era’s most remarkable writers.
nicholas frankel is Professor of English at Virginia
Commonwealth University. Among his many books about
Oscar Wilde are Oscar Wilde: The Unrepentant Years, The
Annotated Prison Writings of Oscar Wilde, and The Picture of
Dorian Gray: An Annotated Uncensored Edition.
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statelessness
A Modern History

Tomorrow,
the World

October 2020

The Birth of US
Global Supremacy

$35.00 · £28.95

Stephen Wertheim

9780674976313

October 2020

Mira L. Siegelberg

$29.95 · £23.95
9780674248663

Law and Leviathan
Cass R. Sunstein

Belknap press

September 2020

The intellectual
lives of children

$25.95 · £20.95

Susan engel

9780674247536

January 2021

and Adrian Vermeule

$25.95 · £20.95

Songs in Dark Times
Yiddish Poetry of
Struggle from
Scottsboro to Palestine

9780674988033

Prisoners of
the Empire

November 2020

Inside Japanese POW
Camps

$39.95 · £31.95

Sarah Kovner

9780674248458

September 2020

Amelia M. Glaser

$35.00 · £28.95
9780674737617

Neither Settler
nor Native
The Making and
Unmaking of Permanent
Minorities

Geoffrey Galt Harpham
september 2020

Mahmood Mamdani

$29.95 · £23.95

November 2020

9780674245013

$27.95 · £22.95
9780674987326
Belknap press
not for sale in africa
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scholarship and
freedom
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God in Gotham

9780674987906

Jon Butler

The world
of plymouth
plantation

September 2020

Carla Gardina Pestana

$27.95 · £22.95

October 2020

9780674045682

$25.95 · £20.95

The Miracle of religion
in modern manhattan

9780674238510
Belknap press

Failure to disrupt
Why Technology Alone
Can’t Transform
Education

Rational fog

Justin Reich

M. Susan Lindee

September 2020

september 2020

$27.95 · £22.95

$45.00 · £36.95

9780674089044

9780674919181

Science and Technology
in Modern War

Belknap Press

Veblen
The Making of an
Economist Who
Unmade Economics

older and wiser
New Ideas for Youth
Mentoring in the 21st
Century
jean E. Rhodes

charles camic

August 2020

october 2020

$35.00 · £28.95

$39.95 · £31.95

9780674248076

9780674659728

The Loss of
Hindustan

causation in
psychology
John Campbell
january 2021

The Invention of India

$35.00 · £28.95

Manan Ahmed Asif

9780674967861

November 2020
$39.95 · £31.95
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9780674248281

9780674248359

9780674248335

9780674248328

restricted rights
Burning the Books
A History of the Deliberate Destruction of Knowledge
Richard Ovenden
The director of the famed Bodleian Libraries at Oxford
narrates the global history of the willful destruction—and
surprising survival—of recorded knowledge over the past
three millennia.

september · cloth
256 pages · 6 1/8 x 9

1/4

$29.95 · 9780674241206
for sale in

richard ovenden is Director of the Bodleian Libraries at the
University of Oxford and a Fellow of Balliol College.

north america only

Underground Asia
Global Revolutionaries and the Assault on Empire
Tim Harper
A major historian tells the dramatic and untold story of the
shadowy networks of revolutionaries across Asia who laid
the foundations in the early twentieth century for the end of
European imperialism on the continent.

August · cloth
736 pages · 6 1/8 x 9

1/4

$39.95 · 9780674724617
for sale in

Tim harper is Professor of the History of Southeast Asia
and Director of the Centre for History and Economics at the
University of Cambridge.

United States and its
dependencies only

Time’s Monster
How History Makes History
Priya Satia
An award-winning author reconsiders the role of
historians in political debate.
October · cloth

Priya Satia is the author of Spies in Arabia and Empire of
Guns. The Raymond A. Spruance Professor of International
History and Professor of British History at Stanford
University, she has written for the Financial Times,
The Nation, Time, the Washington Post, and other outlets.

336 pages · 6 1/8 x 9

1/4

$29.95 · 9780674248373
for sale in
north america only
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